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Artificial intelligence (AI) is ever more prominent in our experiences with communication technologies, with scholars proposing that AI “has become an integral part of mediated communication” (Sundar, 2020, p. 5). AI is especially relevant in the media sector, where “automated decision making and content generation technologies are increasingly prevalent” (Pierson et al., 2023, p. 5). Understanding how individuals perceive automated decisions in their communication environment becomes crucial, given how these perceptions influence individual evaluations and acceptance of automated decisions (Gruber, Hargittai, Karaoglu, & Brombach, 2021; Hoff & Bashir, 2015; Lee, 2018).

In this article, we investigate perceptions of AI adoption in a communication environment. Because of the prevalence of automation and its potential to shape public debate, we focus on two contexts: news and social media platforms. Within the news context, we are continuously exposed to automated news recommendations, and news stories generated automatically begin to reach individuals (Caswell & Dörr, 2018; Montal & Reich, 2017; Thurman, Dörr, & Kunert, 2017). On social media, the governance of what is allowed or prohibited in terms of user and content activity—that is, user and content moderation—is often described as automated and driven by AI or algorithms (Gillespie, 2020; Gorwa, Binns, & Katzenbach, 2020). This increasing automation has led scholars to question the implications of AI adoption for the “sustainable future of the media as an institution” (Helberger, 2019, p. 997) when considering news recommenders and democracy (Helbing et al., 2019). Given this broader concern, we go a step further and investigate how individuals perceive the adoption of AI in society.

Earlier research has brought forward the notion of algorithmic appreciation—that is, a general preference for automated decisions (Logg, Minson, & Moore, 2018). This preference depends on the type of decision or activity (e.g., Araujo et al., 2020; Lee, 2018; Thurman et al., 2018). It can also turn into aversion if expectations are frustrated (e.g., Dietvorst et al., 2015). This context dependence is also seen in research on news creation, which shows mixed findings. Some studies indicate little if any differences in perceptions between machine- and journalist-written news (e.g., readability and quality; Haim & Graefe, 2017; trustworthiness or expertise; Van der Kaa & Krahmer, 2014; credibility; Tandoc et al., 2020; Wölker & Powell, 2018). Other studies, however, report higher scores for (human) journalists when they are attributed as the source (credibility, readability, and expertise; Graefe et al., 2018; credibility; Waddell, 2018). In addition, recent experimental findings highlight that, in general, humans are perceived as more just than AI for content creation and moderation—though not recommended (Wojcieszak et al., 2021).

This emerging stream of research makes several contributions to our knowledge of how individuals perceive AI in general and within the media context. Yet, it leaves three important gaps that we aim to address in this study. First, perceptions about the adoption of AI in society or in the media may arguably be influenced by how one relates to society or to the media in the first place. Those who are more negative or less trusting of the media as an institution might have different views about its automation than those who are not. We therefore investigate the role of trust as an indicator of how individuals relate to complex systems and institutions (Luhmann, 2017).
Second, the studies in this research stream often adopt experimental designs. While experimental designs help to investigate the underlying processes influencing perceptions or detect general preferences, they tend not to investigate the role of systematic differences between individuals. We therefore use a survey to explore the role of individual characteristics, extending earlier work on AI perceptions (e.g., Araujo et al., 2020) and within news (Thurman et al., 2018). For this, we focus on the role of sociodemographics, privacy orientation, and the need for cognition, as outlined in the next section.

Finally, with few exceptions (e.g., Thurman et al., 2018; Wojcieszak et al., 2021; Wölker & Powell, 2018), the current body of research tends to be country-specific. However, there are several country differences in how automation is implemented in the media and in a variety of societal processes, including healthcare, welfare, and policing (for an overview in the European Union, see AlgorithmWatch, 2019). This study, therefore, contributes to this body of knowledge with unique survey data from 10 European countries ($N = 6,643$) and aims to establish the generalizability of these findings beyond national boundaries.

**Perceptions About AI: The Role of Individual Characteristics**

The concepts of AI, algorithms, and automation have become an integral part of academic discussions about the state of journalism (Bucher, 2017; Diakopoulos, 2019; Thurman, Lewis, & Kunert, 2019) and of media and communication more broadly (Bucher, 2018; Gucman & Lewis, 2019; Sundar, 2020). While each of these concepts has its own specific meaning, we note—in-line with other scholars (Wang, 2019; Wojcieszak et al., 2021)—the ambiguity of these terms, both in research and especially in popular discourse. As our focus is on how individuals perceive automated decision making (ADM) in the media sector and in societal processes more broadly, we adopt the term AI as a general descriptor, considering how it is increasingly used in the news media (Fast & Horvitz, 2017) and has captured the public imagination (Elish & Boyd, 2018). Methodologically, this choice also follows earlier research (e.g., Araujo et al., 2020; Wojcieszak et al., 2021), acknowledging how AI as a term has growing media attention.

Research on perceptions about AI has drawn from the belief in the machine heuristic (Sundar, 2008; Sundar & Kim, 2019) and/or the notion of algorithmic appreciation (Logg et al., 2018), broadly defined as a tendency to expect machines to be less biased and more objective than humans. Empirical evidence for this tendency is mixed, as illustrated by research comparing humans and AI for media-related tasks: some studies point to little perceived differences between humans and AI (Araujo et al., 2020; Haim & Graefe, 2017; Van der Kaa & Krahmer, 2014; Wölker & Powell, 2018), whereas others find a clearer preference for humans (Graefe et al., 2018; Waddell, 2018; Wojcieszak et al., 2021). Moreover, considering societal scandals involving AI, it becomes even more important to understand how prevalent this tendency is.

Ultimately, given the embedding of AI in social processes and in public discourse, we argue that one’s attitude toward AI may depend on the context in which it is used—that is, the decision, sector, and context of the individual that is using, being exposed to, or subjected to ADM (for an overview, see Glikson

---

2 For example, the UK grading scandal, the childcare benefits scandal in the Netherlands, issues with bias in image recognition, etc.
& Woolley, 2020; Hoff & Bashir, 2015). As such, understanding how individuals systematically differ in their perceptions of automation is important, as it can inform decisions about technology development or design, regulation, and even public education campaigns (Thurman et al., 2018). In what follows, we review how these individual factors may influence perceptions of ADM by AI.

**The Role of Political Attitudes**

Citizens concerned about the state of democracy and the political system may hold a higher regard for AI compared with current human experts. Research has shown that individuals who doubt the independence of the media and journalism from the government tend to appreciate AI as a replacement for editorial news selection (Thurman et al., 2018, 2019). There might be two reasons for this preference. First, assumptions that AI might be less biased or subject to manipulation than humans (as seen in Helberger, Araujo, & de Vreese, 2020) could create expectations that AI might be a more neutral arbiter. Second, while in practice censorship affects information curated by AI, the perception that U.S.-based digital platforms are independent of censorship by national governments persists (Bodrunova, Litvinenko, & Nigmatullina, 2020), and these platforms are often associated with the usage of AI.

Most member states in the EU score high on press freedom indices (Reporters Without Borders, 2021), and censorship is typically not experienced or criticized by mainstream media. Groups distant from the political center who feel underrepresented in the public debate and hold low levels of institutional trust, however, have a more negative view. They often see legacy media institutions as being in cahoots with the government and trying to keep their perspectives away from the public agenda (Barkun, 2015). Evidence for this is often seen for right-wing populist groups (Bhat & Chadha, 2020; Ross & Rivers, 2018). Moreover, most politically partisan groups tend to believe that the media covers their views unfairly (Newman et al., 2021, p. 34). Therefore, decisions by AI may be perceived as an alternative to circumventing mainstream media. For example, automated news recommendations based on the activity of other users or individual profiling might be seen as a replacement for the editorial filter of mainstream journalists, helping to disseminate alternative content. We thus expect that citizens who (1) are distant from the political center and (2) identify with the political right might prefer an automatic selection or creation of news over decisions by editorial boards. They may also prefer ADM for content and user moderation instead of other mainstream processes. We propose:

**H1a:** Individuals with more extreme political positions will have more positive opinions about AI usage in the media sector than those holding more centrist positions.

**H1b:** Individuals with right-wing orientations will be more positive about ADM by AI in the media sector than those with left-wing orientations.

As research on how political attitudes may be related to general perceptions of ADM is still scarce, we ask:

**RQ1:** To what extent are political attitudes related to attitudes toward ADM by AI in general?
The Role of Trust

Trust is a trustor’s subjective evaluation of the probability that the trustee (e.g., a person) will act in a certain expected way (Baier, 1986; Coleman, 1990). In highly complex contemporary societies, trust “becomes an indispensable strategy to deal with the opaqueness of our social environment” (Sztompka, 1999, p. 13), as it reduces complexity (Luhmann, 2017) and can also be attributed to abstract systems (Giddens, 2020). One complicating factor is that trust in technical systems does not follow the same patterns as interpersonal trust (Hoff & Bashir, 2015), and our ability to assess the trustworthiness of technical systems in contemporary societies has been questioned (Bodó, 2020). Given this opacity, we assume that trust in other systems—such as institutions and the media—may at least partly influence perceptions about ADM.

Institutional trust (often referred to as political trust) reflects both aspects of diffuse support for the political system and aspects of more specific support for incumbents (Hetherington, 1998). It is related to important outcomes, such as compliance (Oksanen et al., 2020), cooperative attitudes (Marien & Werner, 2019), and participation (Levi & Stoker, 2000). This could be related to attitudes toward ADM through different mechanisms. On the one hand, those who trust political institutions (e.g., the parliament) or current decision-making processes might be more skeptical of automating them. On the other hand, those who trust the institutions overseeing ADM might also be more inclined to support ADM, considering that technological trust is at least partly derived from trust in those who designed the system (Sztompka, 1999), and be less worried about the processes being abused (Levi & Stoker, 2000; Marien & Werner, 2019; Oksanen et al., 2020). We ask:

RQ2: To what extent is institutional trust related to attitudes toward ADM by AI in general (RQ2a) and in the media sector (RQ2b)?

Trust in the media is closely related to the credibility of the information that the media provides (e.g., Tsfati & Cappella, 2003). Kohring and Matthes (2007) conceptualize media trust as a multidimensional construct consisting of evaluations of the media’s performance at selecting topics and facts, the quality of journalistic assessment, and the accuracy of depictions. This points to the strong role of journalistic performance in media trust; that is, those that have high levels of media trust would also have a positive view of how journalists select and assess news topics. This could mean that those with high media trust would be less trustful toward AI taking over parts of the news production process, such as news recommendation or automated journalism. Previous research (Fletcher & Park, 2017) also shows that those with low levels of media trust tends to prefer nonmainstream sources of news, especially digital sources. This provides further indication that those with low levels of media trust may be more likely to seek out alternative forms of news—potentially including those produced and selected by AI. In line with this, we propose the following:

H2: Individuals with higher levels of media trust will hold more negative perceptions about ADM by AI in the media.

Sociodemographic Factors

Earlier research on perceptions about AI in general (Araujo et al., 2020; Smith, 2018) and within the news sector (Thurman et al., 2018) show a negative impact of age, with older individuals being more concerned
and less positive about the automation of social processes in general, or the replacement of human experts. This might be related, we speculate, to a higher degree of comfort with technology by younger cohorts (in-line with the digital divide literature; van Deursen & van Dijk, 2011, 2019), and/or a higher attachment to more traditional ways of decision making by human experts, such as journalists. We propose:

**H3:** *Age is negatively related to attitudes toward ADM by AI in general (H3a), and in the media sector (H3b).*

Moreover, those with greater access to resources (van Deursen & van Dijk, 2011, 2019) tend to be better positioned to adopt new technology (see also Hong, 2022) and therefore have more positive attitudes. Given their higher socioeconomic status, they are more likely to live in a technology-rich environment, have firsthand experience with its benefits (Park & Yoon, 2005), and be more positive about technology. Members of vulnerable groups in society, however, have different experiences with automation. They are often more dependent on decisions from social instances (e.g., for welfare benefits) and experience firsthand negative consequences when these decisions are automated, with automation often resulting in increased scrutiny, opacity, or lower assistance (for details, see Eubanks, 2018). As such, we expect *income* to be related to more positive perceptions of AI. Along the same lines, we expect higher levels of education to be related to more positive perceptions—as shown in earlier research (e.g., Araujo et al., 2020; Logg, 2017; Thurman et al., 2018). We propose:

**H4:** *Income is positively related to attitudes toward ADM by AI in general (H4a), and in the media sector (H4b).*

**H5:** *Education is positively related to attitudes toward ADM by AI in general (H5a), and in the media sector (H5b).*

**Privacy Orientation**

Following research on general perceptions about AI (Araujo et al., 2020) and news recommendations (Monzer, Moeller, Helberger, & Eskens, 2020; Thurman et al., 2018), we expect privacy concerns to be a relevant factor. Privacy concerns hinder the adoption of new communication technology (André et al., 2019; Guo, Zhang, & Sun, 2016; Xu & Gupta, 2009) and influence perceptions about automation negatively (Araujo et al., 2020; Thurman et al., 2018). This influence may be because of the often-justified assumption that AI uses extensive levels of personal data. As such, we expect *privacy concerns* to be negatively related to perceptions about AI, while one’s assumptions about one’s ability to protect one’s privacy—that is, perceived *online self-efficacy* (Araujo et al., 2020; Boerman, Kruikemeier, & Zuiderveen Borgesius, 2018)—are positively related to these perceptions. This leads to the following hypotheses:

**H6:** *Online privacy concerns are negatively related to attitudes toward ADM by AI in general (H6a), and in the media sector (H6b).*

**H7:** *Online (privacy protection) self-efficacy levels are positively related to attitudes toward ADM by AI in general (H7a), and in the media sector (H7b).*
Need for Cognition

Finally, attitudes toward ADM may be determined not only by socioeconomic standing or privacy orientation but also by more fundamental (personality) traits. This is suggested by earlier work on perceptions about automation (for an overview, see Hoff & Bashir, 2015). While several personality characteristics may be relevant, we focus on the role of the need for cognition (NFC) for two reasons. First, individuals with high levels of this trait tend to actively seek and reflect on information to make sense of their world, whereas those with lower levels tend to rely more on others and on cognitive heuristics (Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis, 1996). As such, one may expect NFC to be related to how individuals perceive automation—that is, when decisions are made on their behalf. Second, given earlier research showing NFC to be a relevant link between mainstream media skepticism and news exposure (Tsfati & Cappella, 2003), it may also be related to how individuals perceive the ADM in the media sector: Individuals scoring high in NFC may see it as a threat or as an advantage. A threat if they consider that AI would reduce their agency in choosing the information they consume by presenting a preprocessed, filtered version of the news. As an advantage, if they consider that AI may augment their ability to access information, or if they may feel more cognitively prepared to evaluate automated decisions. We therefore ask:

RQ3: To what extent is need for cognition related to attitudes toward ADM by AI in general (RQ3a), and in the media sector (RQ3b)?

Methods

This study uses Euroopinion data collected around the European Parliament 2019 elections across 10 countries (Goldberg et al., 2021). Surveys were conducted by Kantar with the respective country samples drawn from databases belonging to Kantar or partner panels (Taylor Nelson Sofres Nipo, Lightspeed). All databases were actively managed panels to ensure effectiveness and usability. For example, recruitment to the databases occurred via multiple strategies, including online and offline methods. Light quotas were enforced to ensure representative samples according to age, gender, region, and education (checked against National Statistics Bureaus or Governmental sources). The data collection followed panel logic with three to seven waves per country. The key variables for this study, that is, perceptions toward AI, were asked in the final wave running from July 1 to 12, 2019. Other variables were asked in this or in previous waves, reducing potential endogeneity problems. The numbers of respondents in the final wave per country are as follows: N_CZ = 733, N_DE = 518, N_DK = 563, N_ES = 557, N_FR = 776, N_GR = 494, N_HU = 588, N_HL = 1067, N_PL = 857, N_SE = 497.3

3 The aim of the data collection was to have around 500 respondents in the final wave per country. As soon as these numbers were reached in each country (after 12 days), data collection was stopped in all countries. Because of this forced ending of the fieldwork, we refrain from reporting retention rates from earlier waves as this information could be misleading.
Country Sample

The 10 countries—Czech Republic (CZ), Denmark (DK), France (FR), Germany (DE), Greece (GR), Hungary (HU), Netherlands (NL), Poland (PL), Spain (ES), and Sweden (SE)—were originally selected to represent the variety of all 27 EU member states. This sample includes smaller and larger member states, geographically spread across Europe and composed of founding EU members and countries from later enlargement rounds. The sample covers a subset of countries from the Mediterranean or Polarized Pluralist Model and the North & Central Europe or Democratic Corporatist Model, based on the different media systems conceptualized by Hallin and Mancini (2004). Furthermore, as per the conceptualization of Esser and Hanitzsch (2013), the set includes different media/political systems, allowing us to assess the generalizability of the findings across countries. Importantly, we do not aim to examine country-specific explanations as it would require a larger N to run the required statistical models (see analytical strategy, below).

Measures

General Perceptions About ADM by AI

In the first section of the questionnaire related to AI, the participants read a statement explaining the concept of ADM using AI. They then provided their evaluations of its potential usefulness, fairness, risk, objectivity, and manipulation. **Usefulness** was evaluated using three items selected and adapted from previous studies on technology adoption (Davis, 1989; Nysveen, 2005) and ADM perceptions (Araujo et al., 2020). **Fairness** was measured with a single item, in-line with earlier research (Araujo et al., 2020; Lee, 2018). **Risk** was evaluated with five items adapted from Cox and Cox (2001), which is also in-line with earlier research on ADM (Araujo et al., 2020). **Objectivity** was measured with two items, given earlier findings pointing to perceptions of ADM as objective (Helberger et al., 2020) and **machine heuristic** (Sundar, 2020; Sundar & Kim, 2019). **Manipulation** was measured with a single item, as it has emerged as a concern by individuals for news recommenders (Monzer et al., 2020). Specific statements and measures can be found in the supplementary online material. All items were measured on a seven-point scale (1: **Fully Disagree**, 7: **Fully Agree**, with the midpoint of the scale indicating 4: **Neither agree nor disagree**).

Humans Versus AI in the Media Context

Participants were asked to evaluate the potential accuracy of human professionals (e.g., journalist, editor, moderator) and AI in common tasks within the media context in bipolar questions along a seven-point scale (1: **Human professional**, 7: **AI**, and the midpoint being labelled as 4: **No difference**). The tasks were (1) news recommendations (**Recommending news**), (2) news creation (**Creating news articles**), (3) content moderation (**Deleting a social media post because it contains false...**

---

4 https://osf.io/5sdb6/

5 The question read as follows: When you think about the following tasks, who would take a more accurate decision: A human professional (e.g., journalist, editor, moderator), or an AI?
information), and (4) user moderation (Banning a user from a social media platform because he/she posts false information too often).

Independent Variables

Sociodemographics

Age, measured in years, the respondents’ own perceptions of household income (1: poor household, and 7: rich household), and education were used to assess the influence of sociodemographics. Education was measured with each country’s local degree levels and recoded according to the International Standards Classification of Education (ISCED) (in seven levels). All analyses controlled for gender (female = 1).

Attitudes Toward Politics and Media

Political self-placement was measured on an 11-point scale (0: Left, 10: Right, recoded to −5: Left, +5 Right). The variable Political self-placement (squared) was calculated with the squared term of self-placement to assess distance from the political center. Media trust was measured with five items developed by the Reuters Institute (Newman, Fletcher, Levy, & Nielsen, 2016) along a 7-point scale (1: Fully Disagree, 7: Fully Agree, with the midpoint of the scale indicating 4: Neither agree nor disagree). Items included, for example, “I think you can trust the news most of the time.” Institutional trust was measured with six items adapted from the European Social Survey along a 7-point scale. Items included, for example, “I trust the parliament.”

Privacy Orientation and Personality

Online (privacy protection) self-efficacy was measured with three items in-line with earlier research (Boerman et al., 2018). Privacy concerns were measured with five items (based on Baek & Morimoto, 2012; Bol et al., 2018). Need for cognition was measured with four items in-line with earlier research (Matthes, 2006). All questions were measured on a 7-point scale (1: Fully Disagree, 7: Fully Agree, with the midpoint of the scale indicating 4: Neither agree nor disagree).

All multi-item measures had acceptable levels of reliability. See Table 1 for descriptive statistics.

---

6 This approach, which provides more weight to distance from the center of the scale, was selected as the hypothesis focuses on alienation from the political mainstream.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Reliability (n = 6,643).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
<th>Cronbach α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political attitudes and trust</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Trust</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Trust</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Self-Placement</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sociodemographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privacy orientation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Concerns</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online (Privacy Protection) Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for cognition</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General perceptions about AI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective, equal treatment</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human vs. AI (preference for AI)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Recommendations</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Creation</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Moderation</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Moderation</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analytical Strategy

In-line with earlier research (e.g., Marquart et al., 2020), and to accommodate the multilevel data structure (e.g., Nezlek, 2008), we adopt multilevel modelling with respondents nested in countries and run random intercept models (see also Gelman & Hill, 2007). This controls for potential country-level differences in perceptions about AI stemming from countries’ different national histories, institutional orders, or their respective political and media systems. The number of countries may be considered relatively small for multilevel modelling, which prevents a more detailed modeling of macrolevel effects. However, the large

---

7 Reliability scores per country can be found in the online supplementary material (see main analysis) at: https://osf.io/5sdb6/
sample size in each country is deemed adequate to provide reliable estimates for individual-level variables (Stegmueller, 2013).

**Results**

*General Perceptions AI*

**Country Overview**

As seen in Figure 1, individuals are, in general, more cautious about the positive potential of AI at a societal level—with usefulness, fairness, and objectivity close to or below the midpoint of the scale. Poland consistently scores higher than most countries in all three aspects, and France is among the lowest. This general caution is also seen in how concerns about ADM—i.e., risk and potential for manipulation—score consistently above the midpoint for all countries, with Germany and France being among the most negative. Differences between countries—even if in some cases significant—were often minimal.\(^8\)

---

\(^8\) Statistical differences are reported in the online supplementary material (see country comparisons) at https://osf.io/5sdb6/.
Answering RQ1a, the results (see Table 2) indicate that political attitudes influence general perceptions of the adoption of AI in societal processes in a nuanced way. Self-placement along the traditional left-right political orientation is only associated with concerns about AI leading to manipulation, with right-wing supporters
being more concerned. When considering distance from the political center, the more distant one is from the center, the more one tends to be more critical about AI. Perceptions of fairness and objectivity (but not usefulness) were negatively related to political self-placement squared, whereas perceptions of risk and manipulation were higher. For RQ2a, the results show higher levels of institutional trust related to more positive attitudes—usefulness, fairness, and objectivity—and lower perceptions of risk or manipulation.

Table 2. General Perceptions About AI (n = 6,643).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>Usefulness</th>
<th>Fairness</th>
<th>Risk²</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Manipulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Trust¹</td>
<td>0.160***</td>
<td>0.147***</td>
<td>−0.062***</td>
<td>0.145***</td>
<td>−0.082***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Self-Placement (right)</td>
<td>−0.007</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.015*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Self-Placement (squared)</td>
<td>−0.004</td>
<td>−0.006**</td>
<td>0.009***</td>
<td>−0.006**</td>
<td>0.011***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>−0.005***</td>
<td>−0.004**</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−0.006***</td>
<td>0.003*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>−0.067*</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.051*</td>
<td>−0.019</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.078***</td>
<td>0.085***</td>
<td>−0.052***</td>
<td>0.056***</td>
<td>−0.039***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−0.014</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>−0.022*</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for Cognition</td>
<td>0.112***</td>
<td>0.069***</td>
<td>0.025*</td>
<td>0.075***</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Concerns</td>
<td>−0.060***</td>
<td>−0.103***</td>
<td>0.286***</td>
<td>−0.071***</td>
<td>0.333***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>0.108***</td>
<td>0.142***</td>
<td>−0.004</td>
<td>0.131***</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.914***</td>
<td>2.857***</td>
<td>3.440***</td>
<td>3.050***</td>
<td>3.170***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.134)</td>
<td>(0.159)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
<td>(0.144)</td>
<td>(0.141)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>6,643</td>
<td>6,643</td>
<td>6,643</td>
<td>6,643</td>
<td>6,643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>−10,562.000</td>
<td>−11,677.000</td>
<td>−9,667.000</td>
<td>−11,032.000</td>
<td>−11,328.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaike Inf. Crit.</td>
<td>21,151.000</td>
<td>23,380.000</td>
<td>19,360.000</td>
<td>22,089.000</td>
<td>22,683.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian Inf. Crit.</td>
<td>21,239.000</td>
<td>23,469.000</td>
<td>19,449.000</td>
<td>22,178.000</td>
<td>22,771.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
¹ We ran an additional model with media trust also included as an independent variable as a robustness check. The results for institutional trust stayed the same.
² We also ran additional analyses for risk with different operationalizations. Details can be found in https://osf.io/5sdb6/?view_only=8ad5e13832de4feea28fddb1c1760e2c(see risk scale).
For sociodemographics, in-line with H3a, age was related to negative attitudes: The older the respondent, the more negative their perceptions of usefulness, fairness, or objectivity of AI, and the higher their concerns about manipulation (but not risk). In-line with H4a, income was related to more positive attitudes across all dimensions. Unlike predicted by H5a, education was not associated with most attitudes toward AI; in the only instance where an association was found, it was contrary to hypothesized: The higher the education level, the more critical one was about AI’s objectivity.

In-line with H6a, privacy concerns were associated with negative attitudes across all dimensions measured. In-line with H7a, online (privacy protection) self-efficacy was associated with more positive attitudes toward usefulness, fairness, and objectivity. Answering RQ3a, need for cognition was associated, yet a mixed picture emerged: those with higher levels of this trait were both more positive about AI—considering it more useful, fair, and objective—and more negative—considering it riskier.

**Humans Versus AI in the Media Context**

Country Overview

As seen in Figure 2, individuals demonstrated a stronger preference for humans in news-related tasks—scoring consistently below the midpoint for news creation and recommendation—than for user and content moderation tasks within platforms, which often scored above the midpoint of the scale. Individuals, especially in Denmark and Sweden, showed a stronger preference for humans (versus AI) for news creation, although Hungary and, to an extent, Poland leaned slightly more toward AI than most other countries. For recommendations, most countries scored similarly, although Germany and Denmark stood out by having a stronger preference for humans.

For moderation tasks, most countries scored at similar levels, although some differences could be seen between a group composed of the Czech Republic, Germany, and Denmark having an even stronger preference for humans than Spain, Greece, and partly Sweden, with scores leaning toward stronger preference for AI. These differences between countries were often minimal.⁹

---

⁹ Statistical differences are reported in the online supplementary material (see country comparisons) at https://osf.io/5sdb6/.
Figure 2. Preference for AI versus humans.
Hypothesis Testing

Contrary to H1a, the results (see Table 3) show that distance from the political center was negatively related to preference for AI (versus humans) for news recommendation, news creation, content moderation, and user moderation. Partly in-line with H1b, those more to the right along the traditional left-right political orientation indicated a higher preference for AI (versus journalists) for news tasks (recommendations and creation) but not for moderation tasks (content or user). Answering RQ2, the results indicate that higher levels of institutional trust are related to a higher preference for AI for news recommendations and moderation tasks, but not news creation. Partly in-line with H2, higher levels of media trust were associated with lower levels of preference for AI in news tasks (creation and recommendation), but not with moderation tasks.

Table 3. Preference for AI Versus Humans (per Task).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>News Recommendation (1)</th>
<th>News Creation (2)</th>
<th>Content Moderation (3)</th>
<th>User Moderation (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media Trust</td>
<td>$-0.067^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.082^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.011$</td>
<td>$-0.002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Trust</td>
<td>0.059**</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.082^{***}</td>
<td>0.109^{***}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Self-Placement (right)</td>
<td>0.039^{***}</td>
<td>0.053^{***}</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Self-Placement (squared)</td>
<td>$-0.008^{**}$</td>
<td>$-0.012^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.012^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.011^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>$-0.015^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.006^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.002$</td>
<td>$-0.002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>$-0.121^{**}$</td>
<td>$-0.089^{*}$</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.080^{***}</td>
<td>0.083^{***}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>$-0.033^{**}$</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.041^{**}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for Cognition</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.052^{*}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.020)</td>
<td>(0.020)</td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Concerns</td>
<td>$-0.066^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.086^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.008$</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>0.069^{***}</td>
<td>0.118^{***}</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>4.220^{***}</td>
<td>3.930^{***}</td>
<td>3.360^{***}</td>
<td>3.101^{***}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.185)</td>
<td>(0.194)</td>
<td>(0.207)</td>
<td>(0.211)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For sociodemographics, partly in-line with H3b, age was related to lower levels of preference for AI in news tasks but not for moderation tasks. Also, partly in-line with H4b, income was related to a higher preference for AI in moderation tasks, yet not for news. Education was associated with a higher preference for AI in user moderation tasks—in-line with H5b—yet a lower preference for AI in news creation, unlike hypothesized. No relationship was found between education and news recommendations or content moderation.

Partly in-line with H6b, privacy concerns were associated with a lower preference toward AI for the news tasks, yet not for the moderation tasks. The same pattern was found for online (privacy protection) self-efficacy, which, in-line with H7b, was associated with a higher preference for AI in news tasks, but not moderation tasks. Finally, answering RQ3b, need for cognition was only associated with a higher preference for AI in user moderation tasks; with all other tasks, there was no significant relationship.

**Discussion**

Understanding user perceptions of AI is essential in shaping how this technology is adopted and implemented, especially in a sector central to democracy as the media (Thurman et al., 2019). This study draws on results from a survey across 10 European countries to provide key findings on how individuals systematically differ in their attitudes toward AI.

The first finding is the importance of trust. Individuals with higher levels of institutional trust were more positive toward AI at the societal level and most tasks in the media sector. This suggests that trusting the institutional context may reduce concerns about AI, possibly because of individuals assuming the existence of effective laws and supervisory authorities. Conversely, higher media trust was associated with more negative views about AI in editorial tasks, with those positive about the media being less likely to see its automation as a positive development. In both cases, the impact of (media and institutional) trust highlights how attitudes toward AI cannot be seen as a stand-alone phenomenon but are intertwined with how the individual sees society more broadly. This indicates that perceptions of systemic and institutional factors might be as important as other individual factors at this stage of AI adoption. It also highlights the need for future research to account for media and institutional trust when investigating how one relates to or uses AI in our communication environment.

A second finding is the role of political attitudes. Stronger right-wing self-placement was associated with higher levels of concern about AI’s potential for manipulation at the societal level. This might be partly explained by technological innovation challenging current societal practices or norms and raising concerns among those who mainly identify with the cultural aspects of the right ideology (Wasilewski, 2020). This concern about AI is, however, not seen for editorial tasks: stronger right-wing
self-placement was associated with a higher preference for AI over journalists for news recommendations and creation. Interestingly, however, the same association was not found for user or content moderation. The preference among right-wing-oriented individuals for replacing journalists for news activities but not for content moderation might be associated, we speculate, with different views about what is being automated, with news being more politically divisive, whereas social media platforms may either be seen as more neutral (or less partisan) spaces or triggering the same type of reaction among right- and left-wing oriented individuals. More research is needed to unravel the specifics of this relationship. Moreover, distance from the political center emerged as an important factor associated with more negative views about AI at a societal level and, unlike hypothesized, in the media sector. This is in-line with research on automated journalism and selective exposure showing that partisanship did not lead to differences in selective exposure when comparing automated and human journalism, except for one right-wing issue (gun freedom; Jia & Johnson, 2021). It also partly indicates that those closer to the mainstream are more positive toward technological change.

This is reinforced by a third finding: the role of socioeconomic standing. Our results partially support the notion that those with greater access to resources are more optimistic about automation, with income being a predictor of more positive attitudes about AI at the societal level as well as user and content moderation. This also reinforces earlier associations between the negative consequences of automation and inequality (e.g., Eubanks, 2018). Education, however, was mostly not associated with attitudes toward AI, while earlier findings suggesting that those who are older may be more negative toward new technology were confirmed.

A fourth finding is the positive association between NFC and attitudes about AI at the societal level, implying a relationship between a tendency toward cognitive processing and beliefs that automation may be beneficial. These results also indicate the need to investigate how personality traits influence perceptions of ADM. While we have focused on NFC, given its relationship with information processing and media skepticism, future studies can expand this and explore a broader set of characteristics, as recommended earlier (Hoff & Bashir, 2015).

A fifth finding is the importance of privacy orientation. Privacy concerns were associated with negative attitudes toward AI adoption at a societal level. These negative attitudes were counterbalanced by a positive view of those who believed more strongly in their own efficacy in protecting their privacy online. Interestingly, this was seen only for news creation or recommendation, but not for user or content moderation in social media. As news creation does not tend to use personal data, and social media tasks arguably do, this may point to a lack of understanding of some of these techniques, which should be disentangled by future research.

Finally, given our research design, we can only speculate about how country-level factors, such as technology adoption by citizens, institutions, or even the media, differences in journalistic traditions or media systems, or even local media coverage about AI, may explain perceptions about ADM by AI. However, we note that the differences found between country samples were often minimal and without a consistent pattern. This suggests that earlier findings about AI perceptions are also seen in multicountry samples within
the EU and reinforces calls for more comparative research that considers both individual characteristics and the societal context.

While this study makes several contributions, some limitations need to be considered. First, AI is a broad socio-technical concept (Elish & Boyd, 2018); thus, participants may have held a wide range of ideas when answering the questionnaire. As AI becomes more prevalent in our daily lives, it is crucial that future research continue to study this phenomenon, assessing how previous experiences and knowledge influence perceptions and usage. Second, our study is cross-sectional in nature, based on individual ratings of descriptions of AI in different contexts, rather than individuals experiencing its effects. Third, as outlined above, our research design is limited in its ability to model macrolevel (country) effects.

These limitations notwithstanding, this study provides a new level of nuance on how individual factors influence perceptions about ADM by AI within the media sector and for society more broadly. Individual expectations, attitudes, and behavior help determine whether AI will be used by individuals and how this new level of nuance contributes to the body of knowledge on perceptions about ADM and to discussions on the regulation and the potential new (systemic) risks posed by AI adoption. This is especially pressing for the media sector—where AI increasingly challenges the power dynamics between journalism, social media, and technology companies (Nielsen & Ganter, 2022)—and for broader discussions about the role of AI in democratic processes and society at large.
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